Ammucare Charitable Trust Report - 2019

Ammucare had another fulfilling year of extending service, kindness and empathy. We saw numerous sevas being undertaken, new collaborations and successful relief operations. Ammucare is grateful to all the volunteers who stood their ground and helped and to our supporters who provided us with resources to make it happen. This report is an effort to consolidate the work and highlights of Ammucare for the year 2019.

### Highlights of 2019

- **Ammucare won the title of being the Best NGO of the year 2019 by Business Mint** for our consistent sevas.
- Served **80,000** people in total across all cities in India through the Annadaan (food) seva.
- Fed **5,200** children in Mahim slums throughout the year in collaboration with Roti Ghar.
- Started a kitchen at Mirchiwadi, Ambernath in collaboration with Youth of Today Welfare Foundation that will feed **1200-1400** people monthly.
- Ammucare and Mohanji Foundation collaborated with Apple Fridge for ‘Feed the Needy’ initiative in Hyderabad and sponsored the 7th fridge and its maintenance near the ESI hospital.
- On Mahalaya Amavasya Ammucare distributed grocery at Sampark - a creche for migrant construction workers children. The seva helped **15** centres across the city reaching out to **600** children per day.
- Supplied **Sanjay Gandhi Animal Care Centre** in Delhi with **37580** kgs fodder, **132.5** Dozen bananas, **2150.96** Clove leaves for goats and camels, **149** kgs Nutrellas, **62** ltr milk and **1204.54** kgs of fresh vegetables and fruits such as spinach, cucumber, carrot, tomatoes etc.
- Raised disaster relief funds adding up to **Rs 5 Lakhs** and distributed 600 basic food kits for families, 2000 sleeping mats, basic sanitary toiletries, with donations from other organisations of LED / solar powered lamps, mosquito repellents nets, water filters to areas affected by cyclone Fani around Puri.
- Distributed a total of **800** blankets to the homeless street dwellers, municipality cleaning workers, old and needy to protect from the chilly winters.

*One Positive Act Each Day*
Launched a massive clean-up drive- **Big Mumbai Clean-up** in partnership with Khushiyaan which targeted **100** locations for **100** weeks to clean.

Collected **296** units of blood through the participation of **1762** people in Blood donation camps organised in Bangalore, Hyderabad and Kolkata.

Inaugurated the South Bangalore Aangan making it the **5th** Mohanji ka Aangan. The centres now cover learning for more than **280** children.

Aided the construction of toilets amounting to **Rs 80,000** in **Harishree Vidya Nikethan**, a school situated in Palakkad, built from the daily wage savings of local fishermen that supports 60 children.

Mobilized resources to support basic infrastructural needs for setting up a library of a **School in Vrindavan**. We provided **5** almirahs, **30** chairs and **5** tables for the library.

Conducted a tree plantation Drive in Kanchrapara Army Cantonment, West Bengal that resulted in planting of **250** saplings: Mango - 75, Neem - 55, Jamun - 55, Bel - 30, Jackfruit -30 and Amla - 30.

Under ACT for women, Ammucare has set up a skill training center at **Mohanpur**, a village in Jharkhand, near Jamshedpur.

Extended sanitary napkins in collaboration with **Youth Of Truth** to **900** women dwelling in the Mumbai Adivasi areas and slum dwellings.

Supported Anjana, an orphan girl from **Mukambika Balika Sadan**, run by Sevabharati for her new journey of marriage by gifting her a gold bracelet and bridal clothes.

Helped a meritorious student- Preethi Bheemasankar who scored 95% in her 10th grade and is currently enrolled at BGS Girl’s Science College to raise NEET coaching fees (**Rs 30,000**) so that she could pursue her career without any obstacles.

Funded a surgery costing **Rs 35,300** for a 3 year old boy Yaswanth Kothapalli who had developmental cataract in both the eyes.

---
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Mohanji Ka Aangan

Mohanji ka Aangan provides basic learning facilities to underprivileged children having no access to formal education. These Aangans are safe children friendly centres for rejuvenation, learnings and fun. With the opening of the 5th aangan in South Bangalore after Pune, Delhi, Jammu and North Bangalore, Ammucare now supports over 280 kids through these spaces.

Act for Women Empowerment

Under ACT for women, Ammucare has set up a skill training centre for women at Mohanpur, a village near Jamshedpur, spearheaded by our volunteer Nikunj Naredi. The project took shape with electricity, furniture and 6 sewing machines in place. They successfully delivered two big orders from Pune- first being the request for 250 bags by the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of the Armed Forces Medical College of Pune and second being gifts for the IVF patients placed by the ART centre of AFMC.

One Positive Act Each Day
Act Fast Act Now - Disaster Relief Operations

As the natural disasters hit the country, Ammucare angels stood tall and reached out to help. We raised resources worth Rs 5 lakhs for areas affected by Fani Cyclone that hit Odisha on the 3rd May. We supported 1000 families with essential supplies like food, tarpaulins, solar & LED lamps, mosquito nets, medicines, toiletries and water filters.

We also extended relief and rehabilitation services in the region of North Karnataka and Kerala affected by the floods. Ammucare in collaboration with Armor of Care raised funds for basic food kits, tarpaulins and back to school kits. In addition to the Zumba fund raiser for relief, a special campaign was also carried out to garner nutrition for the malnourished kids of the Wayanad district.

Ammucare Life Education Programme

In an effort to empower generations, Ammucare supports education first. We handed out 11 educational tablets at a Zilla Parishad School and 25 school bags at Saiashraya Orphanage in Shirdi. We equipped 10 kids with financial support to continue their education in Mumbai, 3 kids in Shirdi, 1 in Bangalore and got 3 kids admitted to school in Hyderabad whose fees were waived off. Ammucare also mobilized resources for basic infrastructural needs to set up a library of a School in Vrindavan.

Our Founder and Chairman, Mohanji carried out a seva of kindness at Sai Seva residential school for special children where the kids were gifted clothes.
ACT SHIPRA - School Improvement Program for Rural Areas

On the occasion of Ammucare Day, our volunteers reached out to 4 different Panchayat Union Schools in rural parts of Tamil Nadu that serve children below the poverty line. To equip them with rudimentary school infrastructure, we distributed study desks for middle school children of Kinder Garten and dictionaries to 7th standard students of Panchayat Union Middle School Potheri. To encourage play, indoor and outdoor play kits were also distributed to the children at 3 schools (Panchayat Middle School Agarakadambanur, Govt High School Ranganathan petta and Panchayat Union Middle School Ponpethi)

Support to orphanages, old age and shelter homes

Ammucare has taken the old age home at Tiruvannamalai- Samiyar Madham run by Ramana under its care since September 2018. We have consistently given them provisions such as hearing aids, medicines, footwear, water bottles and electric fans. In Odisha monthly financial assistance is provided to an old age home in collaboration with Roti Ghar. Act Angel Aditya Nagpal has adopted an old abandoned couple in Hyderabad and is looking after them.

We visited Shelter Home at Gwalior and offered gas stove, blankets and chairs for the inmates. ACT angels also provided water bottles and umbrellas to cancer patients in children’s ward in a hospital in Jammu.
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📅 Act to stop hunger

Feeding the needy with compassion and gratitude is the most sacred seva to us. The annadaan seva reached out to about 80,000 people all over the country, feeding freshly cooked food to slum dwellers, special children shelters and schools, orphanages, Zilla parishad schools, Old age homes, Leprosy Colony and Ashrams.

Our volunteers have been sincerely feeding the street animals as well as the ones in shelter homes. Ammucare team visits the Sanjay Gandhi Animal Care Centre for regularly feeding and looking after the cattle, goats, camels and birds.

📸 Blanket Distribution

As the winter set in, our volunteers took to the streets to spread warmth with blankets. We provided blankets to 800 people in Jammu, Bangalore, Kolkata & Mumbai.
Blood Donation

As an initiative to support the Thalassemia patients, Ammucare collected 296 units of blood through the participation of 1762 people in Blood donation camps organised in Bangalore, Hyderabad and Kolkata.

Taking stock of the multiple sevas carried out throughout the year fills our heart with happiness and reminds us of the all the work that has yet to be done. This year we were able to help individuals and deliver the special requests made by people. Thus contributing to meaningful changes in lives. Here’s to the future of kindness and empathy.
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